Side Notes: I wrote this arrangement the night President Gordon B Hinckley passed away. It's amazing what one person was able to accomplish in a lifetime. His memory and example will live on in the hearts of those he touched. My best memory of President Hinckley was from the Missionary Training Center when he came to speak to the 4,500+ missionaries who were there. Because all of us would not fit in the room he was speaking, over 2,000 missionaries lined the sidewalk on the way to the auditorium. A straight line of missionaries stretched for several hundred yards and gave the appearance of an army standing at attention, dressed in suits with white shirts and ties. I’ll never forget the feelings that came over me as he passed by us and how hundreds of presumably "tough" teenagers could somehow be brought to tears by the mere presence of this incredible man of God. I hope everyone has as fond of memories as I do of the lessons and legacy that was left by our prophet.
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Danny Boy was one of President Hinckley's favorite songs.